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"There's no need for us to retreat! Elder Thompson, you don't have to worry. The Demon Lord isn't that scary! Just get back and

stay away from me. I'll take care of the Demon Lord and the Southern Boss!" Leon said.

The Potential Energy Force he possessed was a wide-range attack and he needed to time it perfectly so that he could strike both

the Demon Lord and the Southern Boss with a single blow.

So long as he managed to injure or kill one of them severely, the Thompsons would be able to turn the tables; however, Arthur

was standing close to him at the moment, so Leon did not launch the Potential Energy Force out of fear that he would

accidentally injure Arthur.

"What?!" Both Arthur and Angus were stunned.

Though Leon was a formidable young man with a great many tricks up his sleeves, they all just witnessed how he was injured by

the Southern Boss earlier.

The Demon Lord was even more powerful than the Southern Boss, and it seemed clear to everyone that Leon had no means of

protecting himself against these two enemies.

At the moment, retreating appeared to be the best option they had; to their bewilderment, Leon refused to leave and claimed that

he could defeat both the Demon Lord and the Southern Boss on his own.

Leon's claim sounded like nothing but a suicidal mission and they were all at a loss for words.

"I've had enough of your arrogance, boy! Let's see what you're capable of! Die!" The Southern Boss roared in rage and launched

a powerful attack at Leon.

Knowing that he was no match for the Southern Boss, Leon was prepared to utilize his agility to escape.

Before the Southern Boss could get anywhere near him, he executed the Phantom Steps and darted away.

"I won't let you get away! Take my Divine Kick!" The Southern Boss said viciously.

He leaped into the air and launched the Divine Kick, delivering a powerful kick at lightning speed.

"Damn it!" Leon paled and tried to escape with the Phantom Steps once again.

However, the Southern Boss's Divine Kick was a wide-range attack and no matter how hard Leon tried, he simply could not get

away

At the final moment, Leon launched the Earthly Plunder, his energy forming into an invisible blade that cut toward the Southern

Boss's attack.

"Baam!"

The attacks slammed toward one another and the Southern Boss's true energy tore through Leon's attack, before landing on

Leon's chest.
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